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At the urging of the Licensing Board, UCS filed its initial

comments on the Commission's policy statement on training by hand

on Thursday, March 28, 1985, before the comments were due.

Pursuant to oral discussions with the Board and to the Board's

Memorandum and Order of March 28, 1985, (received by UCS on April

2, 1985) UCS now files its reply to Licensee's comments of March

28, 1985.
-

Licensee presents two major arguments in its comments.

First, Licensee' asserts that the policy statement represents the

position within the~-Commission on the training issue, sug ges ting

that this Board is bound by the policy statement. Second,

Licensee argues that the policy statement's endorsement of INPO

accreditation, coupled with a substantial amount of extra-record
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- material, compels the Board to conclude that the TMI-l licensed

j operator training-program is effective'in training reactor
~

!: i

operators.,

, {L Licensee's arguments fail on several counts. First, as a
{| . +

matter of law neither the Board nor the Commission may rely upon-

a policy statement to determine or affect the outcome of this

proceeding.- Second, even assuming that a policy statement could

~ be binding on a Licensing Board, this policy statement does not
i,

!. apply to this proceeding. Third, even if the policy statement

j applied here, it would not significantly af fect the outcome of
this case.

|
Bag [g{ognd

This issue does not arise in a vacuum, ' but in the context of

extensive litigation, including prior decisions that have

l determined the issues now before the Board. The Board must take
1

| this context into account in considering Licensee's arguments.
-

| As a result of the accident at TMI-2, the Commission ordered
l

l ~ that all reactor operators be retrained.and subjected to 100
percent reexamination in various areas. Me t ropoli ta n_Ed ison;Co .

- (Three Mile Island Nuclear- Station, Unit No.1) , CLI-79-8,10
N.R.C. 141, 144 (1979). Thus, the adequacy of training and.the

impcrtant relationship between training and operator competence

became significant ' issues in this proceeding.
!

; After extensive hearings, the Licensing' Board issued a

Partial Initial Decision.in which it generally found that

i Licensee's training program.to be " adequate." Me t {ogoli tan,

,
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Edisonjgo. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No.1) ,
_LBP-81-32, 14 h.P.C. 381, 479 (1 176). The Board retained

jurisdiction over training issues, however, in order to consider

the effect on its decision of newly-discovered cheating by TMI-l
personnel on reactor operator examinations. LBP-81-3 2, 14 N. R.C.

at 402-03 (11 - 4 3-44) . It also promised to reconsider its
:

findings af ter further investigation of the cheating incidents.
; LBP-81-32, 14 N. R.C. a t 4 54 n. 18, 479 n. 24, 582 n. 63 (11204,

276, 584).

The Special Master then held extensive hearings on the
;

cheating incidents. Me_t r,o_go l i t a,n ,E_d,i s o n,C_o . (Three Mile Island

Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1), LBP-82-34B, 15 N.R.C. 918 (1982).

Af ter reviewing the findings of the Special Master, the Board '

resolved all issues in favor of restarting TMI-1 and affirmed the

conclusions in its previous decision on training. Me t rogoli tan _

Ed ison jco . (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1),
LDP-82-56, 16 N.R.C. 281 (1982).>

The Appeal Board reversed the Licensing Doard's-decision on

the ground that the Licensing Eoard had inadequately reconsidered

its earlier decision. Me,t r,o no,1,i t,a,n _Ed_ i s,o n ,C,o . (Three Mile Island

Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1) , ALAB-7 72, 19 N. R.C. 119 3 (1984).

The Appeal Board identified a number of issues for which the.

record was inadequate for decision, including whether

deficiencies manifested by the cheating episodes and related
,

_ _ . _ _ = - - - - . _ - _ - - . - - - - - - - -$' * - - - '
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failings had been cured by Licensee. ALAB-772, 19 N.R.C. at

1232-1237.1 These are the issues that the Board must now

address in this remanded proceeding. .They have been the subject

of extensive testimony and of proposed findings based upon the

hearing record.

I. Neither The Board Nor The Commission May Rely Upon The,

Policy Statement In Reaching A Decision In This
P(ggegd{gg.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Licensee' argument concerning the impact of a policy
*

| statement is confusing at best. Since Licensee acknowledges that
i

,

policy statements _are not " finally determinative" of the issues,

! it presents a twofold theory in an effort to convince the Board

to consider itself bound by the policy statement. First,
.

Licensee asserts that a policy statement represents the positica

witnin the NRC on the issues addressed by the statement, and
;

presumably, therefore, that this policy statement is binding upon

the Board as part of the NRC. Second, Licensee addresses the

policy statement's lack of formal legal status by suggesting that

, a reviewing court can independently inquire into the merits of
!

the issue, thereby presumably remedying the fact that the agency

! based its decision on a document that had not been. subjected to
i

the public participation requirements of the Administrative
i

| Procedure Act.

Licensee's_ argument ignores the nature of the policy
.

statement at issue here and is not supported by the cases on

-________..________

1
The Appeal Board identified a number. of other specific

| issues that the Licensing Board was required to resolve in this
| remanded proceeding. The issues identified by the Appeal Board
| are set out in UCS' Proposed Findings at 3-5, 11 3-5

_ __ _
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which Licensee relies. Moreover, Licensee ignores authority
directly on point involving Appeal Board and Commission reliance

upon a policy statement.

This policy statement constitutes a factual determination by
the Commission that INPO accreditation can generally be relied

upon to ensure that operating personnel are adequately
trained.2 None of the Commission decisions cited by Licensee

*

involves this type of policy statement. Ra ther , they involve a

policy decision as to the scope of Commission action under a

particular statute,3 and a determination that intervenors may

not litigate issues that go beyond requirements established by
the commission.4 Thus, they are essentially interpretations of

applicable authority. As such, they can be appropriately and

independently reviewed by a court under the authorities cited by
Licensee. S,e,e , e, . g . , G u a rd,i a n _Fe,d e,r,a l,,S,a v,i n gs ,a n d ,L,o,a n ,

AEsgg{at{gg,gt,[S([C, 589 F.2d 658, 664 (D.C. Cir. 1978).

___________________

2
This interpretation of the policy statement is actually

quite generous to Licensee. In fact, the policy statement
appears to be little more than the Commission's justification for
refraining from rulemaking in the training area for two years.
It is clear that the Commission will take INPO accreditation into
account in considering possible enforcement actions, but it is by
no means clear that the Commission considerc INP0' accreditationto be of significance in the issuance of reactor licenses or the
resolution of contested hearing issues.- See discussion at 7-11,
[E Ea.f

~~~

3
Tennessee valleg Authority (Yellow Creek Nuclear Plant,

Units f~EEd 277"AEAE25157 E~N. R.C. 702 (1978) .
~

4
Cincinnati Cas and Electric Co. (William H. Zimmer NuclearStatI66) 7 E6FrE5:r77 f7 RTR!C7 E7-(1980); Statement of Policg:

Further Commission Guidance for Powe r React 6F 5
CEf2EII[57~[I~NIE7CI~fi~IfEEE77~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~EFFIEIn{~CTEFEsFs-~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~

L __ - _ __._m--- _ _ - - - . - - - - _ - - - - - .-- - - - _ - -- _ _ _ - _ _ - - - - - - - - _ _ - - _ - _
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By contrast, a court could not and would not conduct an

independent review of a factual determination reached in a policy
statement. Ra the r , a s occu r r ed in S_t a,te.,o f _Mi nne,so,ta v. U. s,. ,

,

Egg {e a,[,R,e,qql,a,gggg,qo,mm,[s s 1,o,n , 602 F.2d 412 (D.C. Cir.1979) , a

court would remand such a. determination to the agency for

completion of required public participation procedures. That

case is strikingly similar to the one at hand. There, the Appeal

Board relied upon a Commission " policy.. declaration" to resolve
i; contested issues in-a spent fuel licensing proceeding. The Court

remanded the decision for consideration of the issues in an
appropriate public proceeding, generic or otherwise. Just as the

.
,

Appeal Board could not rely upon a policy statement to resolve

factual issues in that case,-so the Licensing Board may not do so
'

here.

The applicable principles are set out in Pgcific , Gas,&_
El."SEE!E E_:. v . Fe,d,o r a l,Po,We,r _C,o,mmi,s a, ion,, 506 F.2d 33, 38 (D.C.,

Cir.1974), which Licensee itself cites but seems to ignore:
J An agency may establish binding policy through

rulemaking procedures by which'it pr'mulgateso
substantive rulos, or through adjudications which
constitute binding precedents. A general statenent of
policy is the outcome ot neither a rulemaking ncr an
adjudication; it is neither a rule nor a grecedent but
is merely an anE5 GREE 555E E5 EEE fGGTTE 5T EEi-
[[[{{{[[[{{{,{{,{,qiu@ isTE5 I6@TiminE IE TEEEEE-~GoTTE[-

-

ETEE EEe E sEE E ----

,_[{{[[qE[.-------~~~~~~~~~-a

* * *
_

It is not finally determinative of-the issues or rights
to which it is addressed. The agency cannot apply or
rely upon a general statement of policy as law . . . .

When the agency applies the policy in.a~particular

'
,

,

s

___m_.___._ _ ___._______._l_m_ _ _ _ ..__.m
-
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situation, it must be prepared to support the policy
just as if the policy rtatement had never been issued.

Ag aggggg_g{agggg_ggcagg_1gs,_Egsgggs[gil1[g_gg_qtgggg[t_
* 1EkEEEg_a g _g{e gsogigg _s gggo ggggg_1gs _gggs ga g[t iv e _r u e s1g{ LEE _EEEEEEEEl_lE_ TEE _EEEm_g _g_ggggga,[_EE_a,gggggging_ llEx-

.

siittaEEt_et_ee
,

(Emphasis added.)

Thus, the Commission may not rely upon the policy statement

for any purpose in reaching a d? cision as to the issues addressed
,

in the restart proceeding. Licensee's tortured attempt to

suggest that the Licensing Board may be able to rely upon the
policy statement "within the agency" even if the Commissicn

itself could not do so invites the Licensing Board to reach a

decision that the Commission could not defend on judicial
review. In addition to violating the rights of the parties to
this case, such a decision would do a disservice to the
Commission.

II.
Th e _P,oli,cg_S,t,a t em,e,n t,_ Doe,s,_Nc,t,_Ao E E_To _Th i,s _Ca s,e .l

UCS demonstrated in its initial comments that the

Commission's recent review of ALAB-772 and the issuance of the
policy statement shortly af ter that review establish that the

Commission did not intend the policy statemen.t to affect this
proceeding. Had the Commission inter.ded such an effect, it would
undoubtedly have said so.

Having recently reviewed ALAB-772, the Commission was aware

of thc number and couplexity of issues involved in the trainjng
|

proceeding as a whole and in the remanded hearings. Yet~the -|

policy statement speaks in only the most general terms about the

significance of the Commission's endorsement of the INPO

|
t

!

7ElIN
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accreditation program.

The Commission states, for example, that the accreditation

program "will provide the basis to ensure that personnel have

qualifications commensurate with the performance requirements of
their jobs." Policy Statement at 1. In the next sentence,

however, the Commission states that, "It remains the continuing
{ responsibility of the NRC to independently evaluate applicants'

and licen 9es' implementation of improvement programs to ensure,

that desired results are achieved." Id. Similarly, the,

Commission states-that, "For operating reactors, accreditation of

the above trainiag programs constitutes a method acceptable to

the NRC for. implementing performance-based training." Id. at 4.

But in the next sentence the Commission states that, " Th e NRC

will continue to review and approve all applicant training

programs in accordance with applicable regulations, regulatory

guidance, and the Standard Review Plan and to conduct inspections

necessary to determine that current regulations and license

training commi tments are being met."

These hurdly amount to a clear statement that Licensing .
Boards may rely upon the policy statement. To the contrary, they

indicate that the Commission will generally rely upon INPO

accreditation as a basis for confidence in the adequacy of

training, but that in reviewing license applications or resolving
. problems that arise at particular facilities, the Commission will

rely upon independent development and review'of the relevant

facts. Thus,

- .- .. ._ ~ n
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the language of the policy statement does not support application

of the policy statement to this or any other Commist; ion

adjudicatory proceeding.

The purpose of the policy statement is clearer when the

statement is considered as a whole. The Commission's point is

that it is prepared to experiment with the INPO accreditation

program as a guide to the exercise of Commission discretion in

the area of training, and thus the Commission will forego further

rulemaking in the training area for two years. See, e.g., policy

Statement at 1. Clearly the policy statement will guide staff

actions with respect to training for the next tvo years.

The Commission han not said, however, that attainment of INPO

accreditation will constitute a presumption, or even sufficient

evidence that a training program is adequate for the purpose of
issuing an operating license. Nor has the Commission said that

INPO accreditation resolves any training issues that were

outstanding at particular plants as of the date the policy

statement was issued.

There is nothing in the policy statement to support its

application to a proceeding such as this one, which involves

specific concerna identified by the Appeal Board and known to the

Commission when it issued the policy statement. Certainly there

'is no indication in the policy statement that the Commissiona

considers INPO accreditation to address the cheating-related

questions-that are the subject of this remand. Moreover, the *

Commission's emphasis on its independent responsibility'to

.- - ._ . _ . _ _ .

.
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evaluate and resolve licensee implementation of training programs

,
indicates that the Commission will not rely upon INPO

accreditation to address concerns that may arise about the. . ,

.

adequacy of particular training programs. The purpose of ::NPO

accreditation under this scheme is to give the Commission nome

assurance that accredited programs are generally adequate no that
,

it can turn its attention to programs, such as this one, that are
1

found to have particular problems in need of resolution.

iThis interpretation of the policy statement is supported by
the testimony of the NRC Staff in this proceeding.- The policy

statement was issued "in lieu of a rule that had been proposed by

the Staf f in response to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act."
Persensky, Tr. 33,257. In issuing the policy statement, the

Staff was " suggesting that the number of inspections and reviews

be limited for those programs that are accredited by IMPO
(sic) ." Id. Under the policy statement, "the staff would not do

,

that thorough a review on a routine basis. We would follow up on

special issues. So, I have a hard time linking it to this. . .

particular utility, or this particular plant, because what we do

say in the policy statement is that if there is any special issue

that comes up, that we would in fact do our own thoroug h
'

review." Id. at 33,258.

Thus, the Commission did not intend the policy statement to

be relied upon by this or any other Licensing Board. This case-

involves special issues that arise directly from

.

4

*
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i cheating by Licensee personnel. The resolution of these issues
I

would not be governed by this policy statement. Indeed, the

resolution of these ' issues would not be af fected at all by the.

a

] policy statement because it is not the purpose of the policy
5

statement to address situations such as this.
.

'I

III. Assuning The Policy Statement Applied To This
Proceeding, It Would Not Determine Or Significantly

{
Aff2ELB.t_Bo.a E ' s _9.EE s leh_______________________d i

'

On the premise that the policy statement can be applied to
this proceeding, Licensee argues that the Board should take

,

official notice of the accreditation of the TMI-1 licensed
operator training program, and that the Board should consider a

substantial amount of extra-record material in interpreting the
application of the policy statement to this case.6 Licensee

also asserts that accreditation should constitute grima f acie
evidence of an adequate training program, thereby shifting the

___________________

6 Licensee also suggests that the parties had every
opportunity to challenge the value or significance of the INPO
accreditation during the reopened hearing. Licensee Comments at
4. This is a remarkable argument. During the hearing, the
parties learned that Licensee was. seeking accreditation, that
INPO had made the required visits, 'and that Licensee expected to
receive its accreditation in the near future. All they had,
however, was Licensee's self-serving predictions on the subject.
They also did not know when, if at all, the Commission would
issue..this policy statament. . It would' have been an inexcusable
waste of. judicial resources and the resources of the parties to
litigate 'INPO accreditation during this hearing.

-Had UCS known the ' accreditation would become dispositive, it
would certainly have challenged the significance of this
industry-controlled procedure in general and its application to
the issues of this remand in particular. It did not have
reasonable notice that it should pursue that course. Licensee
cannot change the rules after the game has.been played.

, .-. -. n. - ..
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burden to opposing parties to establish that the training program
is inadequate.7 In addition, Licensee takes this opportunity

; to reargue a number of its findings in the guise of supporting
the significance of INPO accreditation.4

Assuming that the Board takes official notice of the

accreditation of the TMI-1 licensed operator training program and

j accepts the notion that this constitutes grima facie evidence of
,

an adequate program, this avails Licensee nothing. First, there

is no indication in the policy statement or in this record that
INPO accreditation addresses the cheating-related issues that are

the subject of this remanded proceeding. Second, the standard

for countering griga facie evidence was refuted long ago by the
very cheating that resulted in this remand. Third, this argument

has been mooted by the fact that the evidence is now in the
record. Whoever would have had the burden of going forward if

this policy statement had appl'ied at the beginning of this

proceeding, Licensee maintains.the ultimate burden of proof. The

question now is whether, in light.of the evidence in this record,
Licensee has met that burden.

___________________

Licensee even goes so far as to argue that the TMI-l
licensed operator training program is not subject to challenge
now that it has been accredited by INPO. This argument ignores
the very authorities cited by Licensee in its discussion of the
general impact of policy statements.- 'See, e.g., Pacific Gas &
. Electric Co. V. LFederal Power Commissi6E7 556 f.2d IIT TE T576-
C TE!~I67I) !~ S i NEE ~EEE~p6TIEy ~s ta EEmEEE~ha s no t been' subjected to
rulemaking or _ adjudication, it cannot determine the rights of the
parties or any of the facts on which the Board may base its
decision. Licensee relies in this argument on Cleveland Electric
[[[gg[gatigg_Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant,'UnIEE~f Edd 1),
. LBP-82-69,_16 N.R.C. 751 (1982).- The citation is inapposite

; because it relates to a legal interpretation by the Commission
rather_than to the sort.of factual determination at issue here.

.

'

____y __w- --w-- _
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| Finally, Licensee seeks to rely on various extra-record
,

material to demonstrate that INPO accreditation establishes that
i

l' Licensee should not be required to perform periodic formali

evaluations of operator performance. Licensee Comments at 6-7.
,

This argument highlights the dangers of attempting to rely upon<

or apply the policy statement to this case without litigating its,

meaning or significance.

iLicensee asserts that INPO must not require any periodic '

formal evaluations of operator performance since INPO has

accredited Licensee's program, which does not include such
3

evaluations. But the Board and the parties do not know how INPO

interprets what the policy statement describes as a requirement
for " evaluation and revision of the training based on the

performance of trained personnel in the job setting." Policy

Statement at 4. Nor do they know how INPO addressed this issue

in reviewing the TMI-l training program. Significantly, they do

not know what Licensee told INPO about Licensee's' program in

order to receive this accreditation. All of these are issues
whose resolution could significantly affect any attempt to apply
the policy. statement to this case.

Licensee's attempt to foist still more extra-record material
upon the Board must also fail. Licensee relies upon Pacific _ Gas ,
aqd,g[ggtgig_Cgt (Diablo. Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and

2) , ALAB-7 7 5, .13 N. R.C . 13 61, 13 6 6- 6 7 (1984), for the proposition

that the Board'may consider such material.- Licensee's citation
of this decision is mysterious at best. It relates to

L
L

_
_
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consideration of new, necessarily extra-record material filed in
~

support of a motion to reopen. If the Board in that case had
;

decided that the extra-record material should have been

considered in that case, it would have reopened the hearing so
,

''

that the parties could litigate the issues further. That is the

whole point of a motion to reopen. If the hearing is not
.

reopened, the new material has no af fect on the Board's decision.4

The case applies here, but not as Licensee would have it.

Had there been a motion to reopen, the Board could decide whether

the information proffered by Licensee was adequate to require
further litigation by the part'les. There has been no such

motion,~nor is this information any basis for such a motion.8

Thus, there is no basis for the Board to consider this

extra-record material in reaching a decision in this proceeding.

__________________

8
Otherithan the fact of the accreditation itself, none of the

extra-record information cited by Licensee appears to be new
information that could not have been litigated during the

3hearing. Moreover, this information appears at most to be
|

'

cumulative in that it merely repeats assertions made by Licensee j
during the hearing. Thus, the information now cited by Licensee

|would not justify reopening of the hearing.
.

'

,

i

i

.

.
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' CONCLUSION

For these reasons, the Board may not consider either the
.

{, policy statement or the extra-record materials proffered by
Licensee in reaching a~ decision in this proceeding.

Respectfully submitted,
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